I. INTRODUCTION The legal profession adheres to a story of a single, unified profession. The Rules of Professional Conduct, with only minor exceptions, apply to all lawyers, whatever type of law they practice.
1 Qualifications to obtain admission to the bar-graduation from law school, character and fitness review, the bar exam itself-similarly operate under the assumption that lawyers follow identical norms however divergent the type of law they ultimately pursue. 2 Groups of lawyers, however, have distinct professional sub-identities that distinguish them from other segments of the profession, particularly when the two segments repeatedly represent clients with adverse interests. This is most notable in the two areas that most capture popular and political attention: personal injury litigation and criminal justice. Popular culture defines these areas as what the practice of law is. 3 It is precisely in these areas that a process I call "professional identity as advocacy" is most strident and fundamental. This process entails one group of practitioners advocating on behalf of themselves as an "in group" against an "out group," while another group of practitioners view the situation in reverse: they view themselves as the "in group" and the prior "in group" as the "out group." The crux of the professional identity concept is that these distinct professional groups oppose one another over and over again, and, as a result, each accuses the other of greed, self-aggrandizement, or worse. As articulated in this discourse, the stakes of who "wins" this battle are extraordinary: each side carries the banner of the public good-all the public good. The result evokes classic narratives of good versus evil. Such narratives not only embody archetypes of good and evil, but also the monumental consequences that hinge on the battle's outcome: the fate of the world, sometimes quite literally, hangs in the balance, dependent on whether the "good guys" defeat the "bad guYS."4 A striking dimension of professional advocacy as identity is that it surfaces only in these relatively limited areas of practice. Other hugely important segments of the profession operate almost completely under the radar screen. One example is commercial litigation, which ordinarily entails highly resourced clients who almost always employ large law firms. As a rule, large law firms have professional identity only insofar as they represent large organizations. There is no moral or political spin to their client list: in most instances a large organization opposes another large organization. s It is not the "people" against a "criminal": it is not "the little guy" against the "bad guy."
Another example of "under the radar screen" litigation is the extraordinarily large number of litigants who litigate in "mass justice" courtS.6 There is indeed professional identity as advocacy in this arena, with a corps of lawyers representing, in most cases, more heavily resourced partiescreditors, landlords, the government-against a tiny corps of lawyers who provide free legal services to low-income litigants, albeit a small percentage of them. The irony here, though, is that there are so few lawyers with so few resources engaged in this arena that the "battle," to a large extent, remains invisible. A further irony is that this invisibility masks the massive social costs and tragic consequences underlying this type of litigation. Put another way, here is an area where a little professional identity as advocacy might not be such a bad thing, but a key ingredient to get the stories told to a wider audience-resources-does not exist.
All of these dynamics have multiple consequences. It contributes to the low regard in which the profession is held because stories of professional gain at the expense of the public good tend to tarnish all lawyers. The entrenched battle lines and demonization of the "other" inhibit professional collaboration outside individual client representation. Such collaboration might enhance the administration of justice and legal reform in both civil and criminal law. It also obscures the deplorable state of access to justice.
This Article explores these issues in five parts. The first part traces the history of specialization within the legal profession. The second part explores the cognitive and social basis for professional advocacy-the creation of "in groups" and "out groups." The third part describes the two primary examples of professional advocacy that capture the attention of the public: personal injury litigation and criminal justice. The fourth part tackles two areas that, for very different reasons, are not subject to public scrutiny: commercial litigation involving large business enterprises and individual representation in courts of mass justice. The final part explores the consequences of professional identity as advocacy on the profession and society more generally.7
II. OVERVIEW: THE UNITARY PROFESSION
A first step in examining professional identity as advocacy is to trace the arc of attorneys' identity over time. Virtually every discussion that excoriates the current state of the professionS recalls a misty past where the 7. I will not address two trends in the legal profession that have been covered in detail elsewhere. One is the socioeconomic, racial, and gender trends within the profession. See RICHARD L. ABEL, AMERICAN LAWYERS 85, 109 (1989) . See also LAWRENCE M. FRIEDMAN, A HISTORY OF AMERI. CAN LAW 488-90 (3d ed. 2005). Another is the decline of "professionalism." There are innumerable bar journal articles on the subject of a growing number of "civility codes" that seek to reign in the "Rambo tactics" of litigators. For some academic treatments of the subject, see Christopher J. Piaz REV. 657 (1994) . These themes are of great importance and I will refer to them at times, but my purpose here is to address professional segmentation that generates political and moral differentiation between categories of clients and the lawyers that represent them.
8. Consider the following statement of Carl T. Bogus: "The legal profession is dead or dying. It is rotting away into an occupation. On this, those assembled at the bedside concur .... " Carl T. Bogus, The Death of an Honorable Profession, 71 IND. L.J. 911, 911 (1996) . profession truly was a "profession" characterized by integrity and professional service offered to all comers.9 This section will examine this idea as well as the notion that all lawyers are part of a common enterprise characterized by unity of goal and identity.
A. The Rhetoric of Attorney "Independence": Two Historical Antecedents
A classic conception of what being a lawyer is involves decoupling clients' cases from the advocate.lO Such decoupling creates a peculiar relationship: passionate advocacy on behalf of someone (or, in the case of businesses, something) with the advocacy distinct from an attorney's personal beliefs. I will trace two historical examples that illustrate this paradigm of "independent" advocacy.
John Adams and the Boston Massacre
John Adams represented British soldiers accused of murder in the Boston Massacre. This relatively unknown factl1-perhaps inconsistent with the prevailing narrative of "patriots" against "loyalists" -demonstrates that in Adams' time the virtues of representing the despised-even those whom the attorney might otherwise despise-was alive and well. Consider the following entry from Adams' Diary from 1773, where he reflects on his role in the Boston Massacre trial which had occurred three years earlier: I ... devoted myself to endless labor and Anxiety if not to infamy and death, and that for nothing, except, what indeed was and ought to be in all, sense of duty ... [I] incurr[ed] a Clamour and hazarding popular Suspicions and prejudices which are not yet worn out and never will be forgotten ... It was, however, one of the most gallant, generous, manly, and disinterested Actions of my whole life, and one of the best Pieces of Service I ever rendered my Country."12
It is worth noting that Adams sees his act as "disinterested." He is not his client and assumes the independent stance of advocate at a time when popular passions regarding the preeminent political issue of his day were at their zenith. 13. Adams' defense is viewed as successful. Of his eight clients, six were acquitted and, although two were found guilty, Adams succeeded in having their sentence reduced from death to branding. The preeminent history of the Boston Massacre and the resulting trial and its aftermath is HILLER B. ZOBEL, THE BOSTON MASSACRE (1970).
Abraham Lincoln and the Country Lawyer
Abraham Lincoln, given his fame, serves well as a figure representing so much of what the profession is currently not. While there is every reason to believe that Lincoln's contemporaries were generalists as he was, there is no lawyer of his time who has been even remotely researched as exhaustively as Lincoln. He can thus serve as a typical if (of course) extraordinarily notable lawyer of his time.
While Lincoln's general philosophy of practice is often encapsulated in frequently repeated quotes,14 the cases he undertook neatly encapsulate the paradigm of the non-specialist. 15 He handled numerous debtor-creditor matters, representing both the debtors and the creditors. He represented railroad corporations-an enormously powerful business interest in Lincoln's time-as well as individuals litigating against railroad corporations. He represented both in-state and out-of-state litigants in diversity cases. 16 While not an elected prosecutor, he assisted in prosecution by drafting indictments, acting as co-counsel, and serving directly as a state's attorney pro tem.
I7 At the same time Lincoln had an active criminal defense practice. I8 He also practiced in what we would now call "transactional" work-real estate matters, trusts and estates, general legal advice to individuals and businesses, and even patents. 19
This caseload is notable for several reasons. The first is its breadth: criminal law, debtor creditor, transactional practice, and commerciallitigation-these embody knowledge of disparate substantive areas of the law 14. Perhaps his most famous is cited as a precursor to the mediation movement and conceptions of more collaborative, problem· solving lawyering: "Discourage litigation. Persuade your neighbors to compromise whenever you can. As a peacemaker, the lawyer has superior opportunity of being a good man. There will be business enough." THE WRITINGS AND SPEECHES OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN 15 (Philip Van Doren Stern ed., 1961).
15. John A. Lupton, THE LAW PRA=ICE OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN: A NARRATIVE OVERVIEW, http://www.papersofabrahamlincoln.orglnarrative_overview.htm (last visited May 21, 2012). See also Ariens, supra note 10, at 1029 (Lincoln "practiced law in the traditional manner, representing clients in all kinds of legal matters, and representing any clients who came to him"; "[h]e refused to let the passions of the community determine the vigor of his defense of one who was criminally accused, and he remained an independent lawyer who knew the whole field of law"). For a searchable database of documents from cases in which Lincoln was involved, visit http://www.lawpracticeofabrahamlincoln.orgl Search.aspx.
16. This opposing representation is all the more remarkable because railroads succeeded in transforming common law regarding who bears liability for property damages. Businesses, especially railroads, feared the financial consequences of judgments awarded to plaintiffs. Consider the result: "At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the law of nuisance provided an almost exclusive remedy for indirect interferences with property rights, and courts were prepared to award damages for injury to property regardless of social utility or absence of carelessness. By the time of the Civil War, by contrast, American courts had created a variety of legal doctrines whose primary effect was to force those injured by economic activities to bear the cost of these improvements." MORTON J. HORWITZ, THE TRANSFORMATION OF AMERICAN LAW 1780-1860, at 70-71 (1977) ; see also HERBERT HOVENKAMP, ENTERPRISE AND AMERICAN LAW 1836-1937, at 38-39 (1991) (tracing the development of the "public use doctrine" to favor governmental subsidies to railroads).
17. Lupton, supra note 15.
18. [d. 19. [d. that few modern practitioners could claim to possess. What is more important for purposes of this Article is how Lincoln smoothly moved from one "side" to another, representing criminal defendants to acting as prosecutor, representing large organizational entities to litigating against those entities.
Here is Lincoln, like Adams before him, acting as the "disinterested" counselor who remains, as counselor, independent from those clients' interests.
B. The Current Ideal of Generalism and Attorney Independence
Although widely critiqued, the rhetorical norms of the profession remain staunchly Lincolnesque.
First, the Model Rules of Professional Conduct largely remain rules of general application, guiding all types of practice. While on very rare occasions some allowances are made for distinctive qualities of certain types of practice, particularly criminallaw,20 there is only a single rule out of 59 that explicitly does so: Rule 3.8-"Special Responsibilities of a Prosecutor.'l21 While lawyers "may communicate the fact that the lawyer does or does not practice in particular fields of law," there remains a strong policy against taking this too far: in only rare cases can a "lawyer state or imply that a lawyer is certified as a specialist in a particular field of law.,,22 There has been a relatively modest call for specialized sets of ethical requirements that more closely reflect the different worlds in which lawyers practice. 23 Nevertheless, apart from binding codes regulating conduct before government agencies,24 these calls have led to little meaningful action by entities that regulate lawyers.
The ethical rules further embody the longstanding norm of decoupling the substance of representation from the content of representation. Under the heading "Independence from Client's Views or Activities," the Model 20. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDuer R. 3.1 (2008) (making special allowances that a lawyer for a criminal defendant may require that every element of the case be established); MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDuer R. 3.3(a)(3) (making special rules for reasonable belief about false testimony by a criminal defendant). In both of these instances, constitutional rights for a criminal defendant explicitly trump rules that otherwise apply in other contexts.
21. Arguably two other Rules address special roles an attorney might undertake: Rule 2.4 ("Lawyer Serving as a Third-Party Neutral") and Rule 3.9 ("Advocate in Nonadjudicative Proceedings"). These examples, however, do not specify a special type of client-an important point given the issues this Article seeks to address.
22. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDuer R. 7.4. Interestingly, while such "certified specializations" are available to attorneys, only 3% of attorneys are so certified as compared to 80-90% of physicians. Thomas Rules state that "legal representation should not be denied to people ... whose cause is controversial or the subject of popular disapproval" and "representing a client does not constitute approval of the client's views or activities."25 John Adams would wholeheartedly approve.
Interestingly, the disjunction between the realities of practice and the strict generalism of the Model Rules appears to be on the rise. Non-binding ethical codes and articles that do focus on distinct areas of practice are proliferating. Examples include family law,26 admiralty,27 and trusts and estates. 28 Professional identity is well illustrated here: the depth of professional identity in situ virtually has compelled these practitioners to craft their own guidelines because the ethical rules guiding a unitary "professions" do not.
Another classic demonstration of the generalist paradigm is the law school curriculum, which is virtually unchanged since the time of Christopher Columbus Langdell in the nineteenth century. 29 The classic roster of first year classes-Civil Procedure, Property, Torts, Criminal Law, and Constitutional Law-is not about teaching the practice of criminal law or the practice of civil litigation. Rather, the endlessly repeated declaration of what legal education is about-"thinking like a lawyer"-has as its thrust the idea that "thinking like a lawyer" is consistent across practice areas?O Moreover, the ABA Standards for Approval of Law Schools remains generalist in outlook?1 and even recent critiques of legal education view "professional identity" in general ethical, social, and moral terms, none of which are keyed to particular areas of practice. 32 25. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.2 cmt. [5] . In somewhat contradictory fashion, the Rules also note that a lawyer should "accept appointments" to represent clients "except for good cause," one of which is "the client or the cause is so repugnant to the lawyer as to be likely to impair the client-lawyer relationship or the lawyer's ability to represent the client." MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 6 126-61 (2007) . This influential study-usually referred to as the "Carnegie Report"-focuses on improving legal education in general terms, not to improve legal education in terms of Finally, the Bar Exam, since its rise in the 1920's, is a reflection of the pure generalism characteristic of the Model Rules and legal education. The subjects tested are the familiar ones long required in law schools. 33 While the bar examination has come under intense scrutiny,34 testing superficial familiarity with standard law school fare is what the bar examination continues to try to do. Unlike board certifications in medicine, a barred lawyer can thus do anything without additional qualifications and without demonstrating expertise through further assessments. A superficial test of general knowledge thus remains the core qualification for admission to the bar despite the increasing specialization of the legal profession.
III. PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY AS ADVOCACY DEFINED
In contrast to the generalist paradigm, the profession has become increasingly specialized,35 decoupled from the steadfast generalism of professional regulation, legal education, and the licensing process. While some decry this trend, often building upon the generalist paradigm and recalling the image of Lincoln, most practicing lawyers view specialization as necessary to earn a living in the market for legal services.
36
Be that as it may, specialization has had another consequence: the creation of warring camps, groups of lawyers who exclusively represent one side within a specialty. This is professional identity as advocacy. This Article will now trace an early, perceptive articulation of the idea, and then explore how professional identity as advocacy has become a potent aspect of today's legal landscape. 
A. Llewellyn's Crucial Insight: "Specialization Breeds Counter-Specialization"
Karl Llewellyn was and remains an influential figure in jurisprudence and legal education. 37 Among his many works, he wrote a remarkable article entitled "The Bar Specializes: With What Results?"38 in 1933-almost precisely the midway point between Lincoln's time and ours. In it Llewellyn notes that the Bar has become increasingly specialized 39 and the new specialization is in contrast to what Llewellyn calls the "tolerable roundedness" of the "old-fashioned American lawyer."4o Llewellyn offers a crucial insight that goes deeper than these more conventional observations: "specialization breeds counter-specialization. "41 In three words Llewellyn articulates how specialists are not merely discrete, independent islands of expertise. Rather, one area of specialization triggers an opposing specialization. There is, thus, not only an over arching specialization in "personal injury." Rather, there is specialization on behalf of personal injury plaintiffs and a "counter-specialization" on behalf of personal injury defendants. This is far deeper than decrying specialization as a general matter in contrast to the generalist idea1. 42 It means that specialization is a process that recalls Newton's Third Law of Motion: for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
B. Llewellyn's Insight Extended: Good Versus Evil
Llewellyn's "counter-specialization" idea generates an important result: the opposition he identifies is one of good against evil. One group of specialist-practitioners will argue that its opponents are not motivated by the public good or by the norms of professionalism and integrity, but by pecuniary interests, self-aggrandizement, or some general sense of self-interest and "badness."43 Put another way, professional identity becomes merged into "the interests of particular classes of clients" who are good against another particular class of clients who are bad. 44 37 It is worth noting that, as with many evocations of the "good old days," the old days might not have been so good, or at least so different, as current days. See Galanter, supra note 9, at 549 (arguing that a Golden Age argument "emerges not from independent examination of the past but from the polemical thrust of a critique of the present").
43. I will explore the mechanisms of how this operates in much more detail in the areas of personal injury and criminal law. Social scientists offer an explanation about why this process gets underway and becomes so intractable and enduring. Humans self-identify with distinct groups which, by definition, are different from other groupS.4S Group identification can be across a dizzying number of categories even apart from perhaps the most prominent distinctions based on race, gender, religion, ethnicity, and sexual orientation. It can, for example, be based on socioeconomics, geography (whether by continent, country, region, county, city, neighborhood, block), politics, sports, employment, self-presentation (clothing, grooming), level of education, age, and many more. Some of these categories might be a core element of group-identity, or can become prominent in certain places and times. 46 Moreover, these self-identified groups have a cognitive basis and are deeply rooted in our psyches 47 and, once formed, are notoriously difficult to eradicate. They become part of the cognitive "map" through which we make sense of the world.
48
Integral to these group identities is the idea that one group-almost always one's in-group-is "good" while the out-group is "bad. In Shapiro's experiment, a group of participants were randomly selected to sit at different tables. An alien then entered the room who said the world would be destroyed unless the "tribes" chose "one tribe as the the tribe for anyone." Id. Despite the obvious interest for all concerned in reaching consensus on this representative tribe, the ensuing discussion descended into anger and recrimination. The tribes could reach no agreement." Id. at 634-35.
46. The notion of multiple identifications, or what is sometimes called "intersectionality," tends to be submerged and simplified in discourse that emphasizes one-group identification. Consider Stanley Fish's amusingly detailed list of groups to which he belongs: "1 am, among other things, white, male, a teacher, a literary critic, a student of interpretation, a member of a law faculty, a father, a son, a husband (tWice), a citizen, a (passionate) consumer, a member of the middle class, a Jew, the oldest of four children, a cousin, a brother-in-law, a son-in-law, a Democrat, short, balding, fifty, an easterner who has been a westerner and is now a southerner, a voter, a neighbor, an optimist, a department 48. See Macrae, supra note 47 ("for reasons of cognitive economy, we categorize others as members of particular groups-groups about which we often have a great deal of generalized. or stereo typic. 50. Sunstein, supra note 49. at 74. Although in the context of discussing deliberative democracy, Sunstein offers a rich discussion of the psychological and sociological processes that lead group members to adopt increasingly extreme views. and hate must be based on something, and that something must be good against evil. 51 The residents of that neighborhood are unsophisticated (bad), while this neighborhood's residents are caring and look out for each other (good). "Seniors" might decry "kids these days" as lazy or impudent or spoiled, while those "kids" might view "seniors" as out of touch, cranky, or narrow. The French think Americans are unrefined and boorish while Americans think the French are snobbish and unfriendly. There are deeply held norms of a binary universe at play here: they "draw[ ] battle lines between the 'sons of light' and the 'sons of darkness.' "52
So how does this process play out in terms of the legal profession?
C. The Lawyer as Moral Crusader and Charlatan
Good lawyers fight for the people. Stories of lawyerly courage in the face of oppression and injustice run deep. They are, preeminently, in the realm of the civil rights movement. The importance of these events in tracing positive lawyer identity cannot be overstated. There remain powerful images of the fight for Civil Rights;53 the ringing rejection of "separate but equal" in Brown v. Board of Education;54 the image of Atticus Finch in the film 55 and book 56 To Kill a Mockingbird. As noted earlier, there is the compelling image of "honest Abe Lincoln" displaying unwavering integrity. 57 The popularity of shows involving lawyers-particularly in criminal law-continues unabated,58 and, in these instances, as one commentator has put it, lawyers "are shown as triumphing through law."59 These images together represent the professional ideal in word and deed, struggling, and ultimately succeeding, in doing the "right thing." 51. The sports analogy is a telling one. Research suggests how even the somewhat arbitrary nature of sports associations breeds enormous in-and out-group feeling to such an extent that "[w]hoever you root for represents you." James C. In contrast, images of "bad lawyers" abound. Lawyer jokes are acceptable and pervasive, and have generated scholarly attention 60 and analysis. 61 Among the identified categories of lawyer jokes: "the lawyer as predator," "lawyers as a destructive force," and "lawyers as laboratory rats."62 Numerous images of unscrupulous, greedy and/or self-aggrandizing lawyers remain embedded in modern popular media. 63
Professional advocacy as identity draws upon contradictory images of lawyers and appropriates the positive image for the "in group" while accusing the "out group" of embodying negative stereotypes. A key to success in this effort is to collapse the "good stereotype" into something that is viewed not as stereotype at all, but as "reality."64 Stereotypes become real, and, so a group would argue, the group is "really" like the good stereotype while the out-group is "really" the bad stereotype. There is moral condemnation at the foundation of this discourse. 65 IV.
PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY AS ADVOCACY IN Two CONTEXTS
Professional identity as advocacy plays out in different areas of law. My first two examples-personal injury and criminal law-are perhaps the most prominent instances of this dynamic today.66 In both instances my goal is not to assess who is right and who is wrong. It is, rather to describe the rhetorical and narrative strategies through which professional advocacy is undertaken. 67
A. The Personal Injury Wars
Plaintiffs and defendants in personal injury litigation are in economic equipoise, albeit perhaps not in an obvious way. The compensation for lawyers on both sides are large organizations: defendants' lawyers directly through hourly fees and plaintiff's lawyers less directly through contingent fees.
6s This means that unlike other areas of practice-particularly those involving low-income litigants described below 69 -there are resources available to both "sides" to not only articulate their professional identity, but to also communicate that identity. This is a recipe for intense professional identity as advocacy.
The Professional Identity of the Plaintiff's Bar
There are two primary mechanisms through which the plaintiff's bar engages in group advocacy: advertising and professional organizations.
A crucial element of expressing professional identity of the plaintiff's bar is through advertising. 70 Ads on billboards, television, buses and subways, yellow pages, and lists of "best attorneys" make the personal injury bar the most omnipresent segment of the legal profession in America. While such advertising is designed to attract clients,71 it is the content of how this is done and how it expresses a consistent professional ide~tity that is of importance here.
Perhaps equally important, if less visible, are the efforts of the American Association for Justice-the primary professional organization that acts on behalf of the personal injury bar. 72 The rhetoric employed by this group is consistent with the image fostered through advertising by the personal injury bar.
a. Fighting for "You"
Many communications from the personal injury bar note that personal injury lawyers will "fight for yoU.'073 The second person pronoun "you" has 68 enormous power: the "you" addresses the reader directly. "You" necessarily entails "non-you" or, even more tellingly, a third person -"them."74 The "you" also extends to jurors-the epitome of the plain old citizen 75 -and the notion that "tort reformers" do not trust jurors to do the right thing.76 The power of "fight" is also telling: one doesn't "sue" a powerful opponent: "you" fight against "them" in the mode of David and Goliath.
b. "Your Rights"
Often these formulations place the issues at stake in terms of "rights," thus situating the "fight" in constitutional terms.78 Such a "fight" for "rights" recalls the paradigmatic image of the "good lawyer"-the lawyer who fights for "civil rights" in the "Civil Rights Movement" sense of the term.79 Yet even further is how this talk of "rights" and "justice" specifically places such lawsuits as vindicating law. Such cases are in the public interest-a classic technique of the professional identity wars. 80
Perhaps these themes are best summed up by how the well-known organization representing the interests of the personal injury bar-the American Trial Lawyers Association-changed its name in 2007 to the American Association for Justice. 81 Its self-identified mission is "to promote a fair and effective justice system. "82 The personal injury defense bar primarily consists of firms retained by insurers and, in the case of large class action toxic tort matters, by departments within law firms. Given that this practice almost exclusively represents organizations, it would not be feasible or effective to market services to the general public. Moreover, the defense bar faces a substantial challenge in promoting the collective interests of their clients. These firms represent clients who are not easily portrayed in sympathetic terms. After all, insurance companies and large organizations are hardly well-regarded in the popular imagination. Nevertheless, the defense bar deploys and draws upon a set of stories to support its own morality tale of good versus evil.
a. A Creation Myth
The defense bar has its own organization to articulate its identity and interests-the Defense Research Institute ("DRI" "voice of the defense bar,"90 DRI is explicit in articulating its role as filling a "need for a voice to counter plaintiff's attorneys. "91 Consider the following story told by DRI about its origins-a creation myth, if you will:
While defense attorneys continued to handle the defense of individual claims in a traditional, time-proven manner, plaintiffs' lawyers began to use new tactics and fashion novel arguments to boost the amount of awards ... Blackboard arguments and other hitherto unknown courtroom tactics were inflating the damages for "pain and suffering" to astronomical amounts. Contingent fees grew disproportionately, and legal liability was being extended beyond the bounds of reason. On the legislative front, plaintiffs' representatives began to appear before legislative committees to seek expanded liability while opposing any sort of reform in the personal injury law.92
The story continues that "[d]efense lawyers recognized the growing danger and the harmful impact that excessive awards would have on the civil justice system," hence the need to "unite the defense effort" through the founding of DRI. 93
This story is a history by a professional in-group about the rise of a "bad" out-group, which, in turn, prompts the need for the in-group-the white hats-to counter the social ill generated by the greed of the outgroup.94 Note that the history is driven by "plaintiffs' lawyers" and "plaintiffs' representatives": the players in this narrative are clearly one lawyer group against another lawyer group. Also note that in a remarkable parallel with the discourse of the plaintiffs' bar, it is law, the very "civil justice system" itself-that is at stake and on whose behalf the defense bar is struggling to vindicate against the forces of evil.
This story demonstrates professional identity as advocacy. Nevertheless, the story only suggests the more powerful story that is at the core of the defense bar's identity advocacy: the "litigation explosion." 
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b. The "Litigation Explosion"
A central image in the personal injury discourse is that America is being overrun by a "litigation explosion."95 What is remarkable is that this notion is contradicted by empirical studies of judicial dockets, which consistently show that the area of litigation growing most rapidly is commercial litigation. 96 Indeed, sometimes the "litigation explosion" is accepted as a given, thus warranting no or minimal independent support. 97
Perhaps the key to how the litigation explosion is articulated and understood is through anecdotes of laughable overreaching by the plaintiffs' bar. Such anecdotes carry enormous rhetorical power. 98 The following discussion surveys a few of the more striking stories of this type.
Of Seesaws and Childhood Obesity
Life Without Lawyers: Liberating Americans from Too Much Law by Philip K. Howard 99 is a recent book ostensibly devoted to how, as its name suggests, law and laws are ruining the country. In the book and in interviews, it is clear that Howard, despite the broadly framed title, does not mean "too much law" and "lawyers" in the general sense; rather, he is referring only to tort law and personal injury lawyers. lOO In making his argument, Howard employs a series of "ghastly anecdotes."101 One involves the looming threat of seesaw litigation: "If any child who falls on a seesaw can sue, all seesaws will be removed from playgrounds," which "results in the consistent removal of school playgrounds, which leads to the larger 95 97. See, e.g., Johnston, supra note 95, at 180 (arguing that there is "substantial evidence of a 'litigation explosion' that is consuming the productivity, profits, and general effectiveness of many American industries" while noting in a footnote that "the seriousness of the problem is hotly disputed").
98. An element of this power is how crucial-if not essential-narratives are in understanding experience and "reality. problem of childhood obesity."102 Rhetorically, the statement is a string not only of possibilities but also of inevitabilities: all falls from seesaws will generate lawsuits; all seesaws will be removed from playgrounds; the lack of seesaws will cause childhood obesity. While logicians would find this reasoning dubious at best, the argument demonstrates elements typical of professional identity rhetoric: a ridiculous example of litigation (seesaw cases) and how this type of litigation generates social harm which is not in the public interest. In this instance, the choice of the ridiculous suit is particularly compelling: innocent playground equipment-the stuff of childhood innocence-is being taken away, which not only eliminates fun, but exacerbates a well-publicized and intensifying public health threat to children. 103 This is an image of a personal injury lawyer not only as a killjoy, but as, quite literally, guilty of child endangerment.
It is also notable that Howard is a large firm partner 104 -a theme to be explored later in the Article. Odds are it may never have happened").
And then there is the story of how, as a New York Times article put it, a "Judge Tries Suing Pants Off Dry Cleaners."109 In this instance, an administrative law judge sued a neighborhood dry cleaner for $67.3 million for misplacing his pants. 110 While not as pervasive as the McDonald's case, the story of the judge and his pants still became "a worldwide symbol of legal abuse by seeking jackpot justice 111 -a preposterous circumstance assumed to be representative of litigation.
In the rhetoric of professional identity, the underlying validity of these stories as both true and representative are accepted without question. They both establish and reinforce stories of frivolous lawsuits, greed, and overreaching-the defining characteristics of the "litigation explosion" and, by extension, what the plaintiffs' bar is all about.
Battle Is Joined
In response to the McDonald's Coffee tale, the personal injury bar decries "those who concoct mythical lawsuit anecdotes" and "generalize from the occasional aberrant case."112 Moreover, as noted above,113 the term "trial lawyers" itself has become such an epithet in political discourse that the most prominent association of personal injury attorneys recently changed its name from the "American Association of Trial Attorneys" to the "American Association for Justice"114-a telling attempt to seize the moral high ground in the push/pull of professional advocacy. Indeed, there is a deep political and ideological dimension to this debate, with "liberal" trial lawyers wary of free market capitalism 115 and "conservative" political leaders arguing in favor of "tort reform. "116 In the end, what is striking is how the debate focuses on lawyers themselves and their rhetoric as a "group," with each group excoriating the motives and social impact of the professional activities of the other group.
B. Criminal Justice
As the center of law and the popular imagination, criminal defense attorneys and prosecutors assume mythical roles of good against evil, both seeking to bear the mantle of truth and justice. There are, of course, inherent differences in these roles in the special context of criminal law: prosecutors frame their role as pursuing justice to victims and preserving safety and the rule of law to society at large, while defense attorneys, classically, frame their role as preserving individual rightsY7 At least from a broad perspective, however, both claims are legitimate, and, after all, the entire process is called the criminal justice system. Identity advocacy, however, shifts the emphasis from system to good and bad actors within the system.
Overreaching Prosecutors: Political Ambition and Ego
It is a deep seated notion that the prosecution function "is to seek justice, not merely to convict."118 In the negative discourse about prosecutors, however, this is the goal that is honored in the breach. An extensive literature excoriates the "scorekeeping mentality" of prosecutors: they (that is, prosecutors as a group) promote convictions over justice l19 by withholding exculpatory evidence tending to show the innocence of criminal defendants.12o There is the pervasive image of the politically ambitious prosecutor whose goal is to secure high profile convictions in order to promote reelection or higher office. 121 Indeed, the rapacious, unethical, politically motivated prosecutor is a longstanding stock character in American popular culture.12 2 Prosecutors also "flex their muscles in the courtroom solely for the purpose of posturing in front of the jury."123
Consider the following indictment of prosecutors by a criminal defense attorney:
The prosecution is not content just to use superior resources against defendants. They are in hot pursuit of defense lawyers, especially those that are highly skilled with reputations to match. Some prosecutors want civil, criminal and disciplinary immunity for their actions. They seek to further their reputations by trapping, prosecuting, or obtaining disciplinary sanctions against defense lawyers. In some cases they are found to go overboard in their zeal, they want immunity and their own Code of Ethics whose violations, if any, they shall determine ... [W]e will be creating a special class of impervious prosecutors, unchecked in whatever violations of the Constitution and law that they may commit. "124 Another example, this time from the academic literature:
[A]s the courts continue to recognize new rights of criminal defendants, prosecutors continue to devise new and improper ways to impair the exercise of those rights ... Prosecutors have found new ways to subvert the rules of evidence and to introduce inadmissible evidence indirectly under the guise of some feigned legitimate purpose. Prosecutors also have created charades to mask deals with cooperating witnesses in order to prevent exposure of the agreement through cross-examination. Prosecutors have devised other schemes and tactics to prevent the accused from gaining access to exculpatory evidence. Prosecutors have also used their control of experts to introduce outlandish opinions, distort the facts, and mislead the juryP5
Here are the telltale signs of identity advocacy: the branding of the "other" professional group collectively (albeit with a single nod to "some" of the out group) as selfish, self-interested, promoting reputations with monumental consequences. They run amok, violating constitutional rights. There is an assumption that these instances are common, even the norm among prosecutors. As one commentator characterizes it, there is a "prevailing rhetoric of fault" in discourse about prosecutorsY6 126. Burke, supra note 120, at 2127. Burke relates a brief story to prove this point at the beginning of his article: After seeing a "former law school ethics professor for the first time in fifteen years ... "I had barely gotten out the initial words-I was a prosecutor-before hearing her response: Morally compromised, were you?" Id. at 2119.
Moreover, there are highly publicized instances of prosecutorial overreach. 127 At the national level, the Duke Lacrosse case, involving accusations of rape and ensuing revelations about prosecutor Michael D. Nifong's handling of the case, captured the public imaginationP S After Nifong pursued indictments of three Duke Lacrosse players for rape, with Nifong making multiple statements to the media about the case, all charges against the three were dismissed. As the matter unfolded and as more information about the case emerged, Nifong became the embodiment of the overreaching prosecutor, evidently with quite a bit of justification. This image has appeared in scholarship,129 in ensuing investigations by the Attorney General of North Carolina,130 and, ultimately, in proceedings that led to Nifong's disbarment by the North Carolina BaL l3l Not surprisingly, the defense counsel in the case "repeatedly said Nifong pursued the case for political gain. "132
Although by no means reaching the same national level of public scrutiny as the Duke Lacrosse case, other cases of more local interest also involve prosecutors who fit the stereotype of the ambitious prosecutor. 134. The most prominent guideline is in MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 3.S, which prohibits prosecutors from "making extrajudicial comments that have a substantial likelihood of heightening public condemnation of the accused." The Rule goes on to mandate that a prosecutor "exercise reasonable care to prevent investigators, law enforcement personnel, employees or other persons assisting or associated with the prosecutor" from making such comments. Id.
[VOL. 31:7 constitutional dimension.135 For example, ethical guidelines prohibit prosecutors from making public statements that "heighten[] public condemnation of the accused. "136 While the specificity and enforcement of such standards, as noted above, have been criticized,137 they furnish at least some limitation on openly criticizing defense counsel.
On the other hand, prosecutors enjoy an inherent advantage in the identity advocacy wars. Prosecutors pursue justice by seeking to punish accused criminals, and, thus, a prosecutor's morality is embedded in the criminal process itself. There is little need to criticize the morality of defense counsel when their clients are accused of often brutal and reprehensible crimes for which, as the assumption goes, they are guilty.138 Public condemnation of accused rapists or murderers is pretty much a given without effort on the part prosecutors, and, by extension, those who defend the rapists and murderers are the enemy of truth and justice. As a result, identity advocacy for prosecutors, in many respects, takes care of itself.
Given these realities, much of the rhetoric in favor of the professional identity of prosecutors is less explicit and more subtle than that of the criminal defense bar. For example, the preeminent national organization for state prosecutors-the National District Attorneys Association-characterizes itself as "the voice of America's prosecutors ... in their efforts to protect the rights and safety of the people.,,139 There is nothing here that is directly critical of the defense bar. There is, however, an inherent critique of the defense counsel insofar as it is the criminal justice system-defense counsel included-that pursues justice, not just the "efforts" of prosecutors. This organization, however, omits defense counsel from this effort, thus transforming an integrated system into one in which only one element of the system-prosecutors-are on the side of the "rights and safety of the people." Indeed, the seemingly moral high ground enjoyed by prosecutors does appear in strident form in popular discourse. This anti-defense counsel discourse is embodied in the oft-asked question, and the title of one recent booP40 and yet another book: 141 "How Can You Defend Those People?" To the "man on the street," being a lawyer is usually about being a criminal lawyer or a personal injury lawyer. There is virtually no attention paid to a wide swath of the profession whose identity does not involve repeated opposition to "counter-specialists." Such lawyers include the trusts and estates lawyer, the real estate lawyer, the lawyer who counsels small businesses, the lawyer who engages in a little bit of this and a little bit of that-that is, the many lawyers who, with little or no fanfare, engage in non-contingent fee work on behalf of, typically, middle class clients.
However, two particularly significant segments of legal services tend to operate under the radar screen. These are lawyers engaged in an extraordinarily large amount of litigation involving low-income litigants and largescale commercial litigation. In the first case, there is professional identity as advocacy, but the nature of work, based on a number of reasons I will trace below, generate an ironic result: no one is listening. In the second case, there is no professional identity as advocacy; there is, rather, professional identity as proxy for status. The whys and wherefores of these two situations are interesting case studies of how professional identity advocacy has an impact even in contexts in which it does not exist.
A. Professional Identity in Search of an Audience: Advocacy on Behalf of Low-Income Clients
As I have traced in detail elsewhere,142 there is a massive adjudicatory system that operates below the level of attention of most observers, including most lawyers and the culture at large. This is the representation of individual low-income clients.
These cases fall into distinct categories. First, there are landlord-tenant matters, adjudicated in an array of fora that are both overwhelmed with cases and overwhelmingly under-resourced. 143 Second, there are cases involving claims for government benefits primarily adjudicated in a patchwork of state and federal administrative agencies. 144 Third, there are family law cases often involving child custody. 145 Few lawyers represent litigants in these cases. In contrast to personal injury practice, where the defendant's resources fund the representation,146 in these cases there is no opportunity to make a profit because the clients, by definition, have little or no resources. Thus, those with fundamental interests at issue-food, shelter, custody of children-are least able to obtain legal services and almost invariably receive minimal process in litigating their matters. 147
In terms of professional identity as advocacy, there is an immediate distinction between these matters and personal injury and criminal justice: the number of lawyers engaged in this work is miniscule. 148 There is, however, a corps of lawyers who do this kind of work: attorneys funded by the Legal Services Corporation, Legal Aid and Legal Services groups, and other organizations primarily funded by private foundations and, at times, governmental subsidies. Nevertheless, with few exceptions discussed below,149 the number of clients in need of legal services far outstrips the supply of lawyers who engage in this work, and the low profile of these litigants preclude professional identity as advocacy from gaining traction. 150 Ironically, this is in the teeth of a type of practice that, perhaps, has an immensely powerful impulse towards professional identity. These lawyers usually represent low-income clients because of a deep personal belief in remedying injustice and inequality, even given the rapidly increasing disparity in salaries between those doing this work as compared to those engaged in private practice.
l5l Public interest lawyers would like nothing more than to publicize their identity and those of their clients. There are, however, virtually no movies, books, news broadcasts, or other means of popular information that examine the tens of thousands of unrepresented litigants. The situation is, as one commentator has put it, the functional equivalent of "silence in the court."152
There are exceptions to this general picture. The long history of controversy surrounding funding the legal services corporation is perhaps the 147. Rubinson, supra note 142.
148. Numerous measures demonstrate this, but perhaps the most powerful has been set forth by David Luban, who found that about 1 % of the $100 billion legal industry is devoted to the needs of low-income Americans, or, while there is "about 1 lawyer for every 240 nonpoor Americans" there is "only one lawyer for every 9000 Americans" who would qualify for legal aid. David Luban, Taking most prominent example. 153 Another instance relates to "IOLTA"-"interest on lawyers' trust accounts"-through which interest on client funds placed in escrow are used to fund legal services. The controversy centers on whether such funds are clients' "property" and, if so, would using interest generated by these funds for other purposes constitute a constitutionally impermissible "taking"? The Supreme Court has entered the fray in two cases I54 that, in the end, leave the constitutionality of IOLTA uncertain and dependent on circumstances. Both the LSC and IOLTA controversies are intensely political, hot button issues. 155
Nevertheless, these issues are not joined in remotely the same way as personal injury law and criminal law. There are too few lawyers and too little money at stake for it to generate the traction that in terms of pUblicity is the lifeblood of professional identity as advocacy.
B. Professional Identity as Proxy for Status: The Wall Street Lawyer
A second wholly different group, and equally telling for purposes of this Article, involves lawyers who practice in large firms that represent large organizations.
The work of these firms is little known outside the narrow culture of law schools-mostly elite law schools-and the increasing numbers of large law firms themselves. For sure one could argue that this largely invisible yet huge area of practice generates substantial financial impact by multiplying transaction costs for business-costs that find their way into consumer prices-yet this group maintains its prestige and is virtually never subject to public scrutiny.156 Indeed, the book on "Life without Lawyers" discussed above is about life without personal injury lawyers, not life without large firm lawyers, with the author being a large firm lawyer himself I57 -a telling example of the point. Moreover, many large firms shy away from offending larger potentials or actual organizational clients, and thus do not take on, for example, civil rights employment cases or environmental cases. 158 The increasing importance of this type of practice, however, is undeniable. firms; the supposed "complexity" of corporate work that requires the services of the "best and the brightest"; equating the large amount of money at stake in large firm practice with social importance. 166 Each of these assertions is highly questionable,167 but remains the "objective" measure of the prestige accorded to lawyers who practice in this area.
With few exceptions noted below, however, professional identity as advocacy does not operate in this context. The most obvious reason why this is the case is that in classic large business litigation, one large organizational client, represented by a large law firm, is opposed to another large organizational client, represented by another large law firm. For sure, within individual cases there are narratives of right and wrong and morality and immorality, of one side doing "the right thing" and the other side doing "the wrong thing."168 Larger political and moral stances-professional identity as advocacy-do not come into play, however, because there are not opposing categories of clients, such as individual personal injury plaintiffs against large organizations or prosecutors against criminal defendants. Put another away, the professional identity of opposing law firms in large firm practice is identical: they work on behalf of large organizations. There is no differential in power or in justice on behalf of one versus another.
Moreover, while there is a robust sense of gossip among lawyers or law students who are in or bound for this type of practice,169 the last thing large firms want is to draw attention to themselves outside this bounded circle. To do so would be to raise issues of the social and economic impact of their own practice on business-the issue that is so essential to the accusations against the personal injury bar.170 This is, perhaps, ironic given that an increasing number of large firms generate profits in excess of $1 billion,171 with questions about social value and additional costs to consumers warranting at least some examination. Thus, in the case of large firms, professional identity as advocacy is studiously avoided, not embraced, and it appears that large firms have largely succeeded in achieving this goaU n 166. Note the following statement in the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct relating to competence: "The required attention and preparation are determined in part by what is at stake: major litigation and complex transactions ordinarily require more extensive treatment than matters of lesser complexity and consequence." MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUIT R. 1.1 cmt. [5] . This is a remarkable statement, with the circular reasoning that "complex transactions" are "complex"-reasoning that, by implication, the more intelligent members of the bar, that is, graduates of elite law schools and lawyers in large firms that hire them, are needed to competently represent clients in such matters.
167 172. Horton, supra note 156, at 151 (arguing that "corporate lawyers" successful and "covertly" limited the impact of legislation on their practice after the Enron scandal).
A Scandal Every Now and Then
To say that large firms remain below the radar screen, however, is something of a simplification. In both of these instances and others, given the enormity of the fraud and its economic consequences, there were publicly aired issues of "where were the lawyers" along with "where were the accountants" and "where were the ratings agencies."175 Time passes, however. For example, once the smoke cleared and public interest waned regarding the Enron debacle, the fundamental question to be answered was whether law firms should be obligated to report wrongdoing on the part of their clients to the Securities and Exchange Commission. The debate focused on the regulations that implemented Sarbanes-Oxley-a technical process that garnered minimal public attention. In the end, these regulations, after extensive lobbying by the corporate bar, provided for discretionary-not obligatory-reporting,176 with some arguing that lawyers who represent organizations got favorable treatment under the Act I77 because of their economic power.
It is telling that these instances demonstrate how episodic the focus is on large corporate firms. A spectacular, large-scale fraud will emerge; some debate about the role of lawyers in facilitating the fraud will take place; and, then, with the passage of time, attention recedes until the next large-scale fraud will come to light. I78 These episodes retain none of the durability and consistency that is the hallmark of professional identity as advocacy. Large firms can deploy the substantial resources available to them collectively to influence legislation once the initial wave of public and What little attention has been focused on this general process tends to view it as undermining the integrity of the profession and the rational consideration of the policy and legal issues that are raised. For example, one scholar argues that the "language of fault" among opposing groups of lawyers generates suspicion and, ultimately, a refusal to legitimate the perspectives of their opponents. 18l His solution is a call for an "alternative discourse. "182 Another commentator decries how each side in the tort reform debate seeks to "transform reality" to its advantage, and calls for a more subtle, less strident debate that could generate a more "multi-dimensional" discourse. 183 Given the pervasiveness of the debate described in this Article, it is, perhaps, surprising that these calls are relatively rare. Most attention is focused on "civility" or declining "professionalism,"184 but these debates almost always focus on interactions between individual lawyers in litigation, not on aggregations of opposing groups of lawyers representing clients with consistently divergent interests.
Nevertheless, it is hard to disagree with the relatively few who do criticize professional identity as discourse. For sure, these debates raise crucial issues. The personal injury debate raises important questions: the impact of damage awards on the cost of medical care; the role of personal injury attorneys as private attorneys general; access to justice at least in personal injury cases for clients who otherwise cannot afford representation. These are matters worth discussing. Accusing professional groups of greedy selfinterest while subverting truth and justice, however, hardly seems a productive means to foster constructive debate about public policy.
An even greater and less obvious impact of professional identity as advocacy is its tendency to surface only some issues of public policy while masking others. For example, the impact of personal injury damages on businesses is certainly worth talking about. So is the impact of billions of dollars of attorneys' fees incurred by businesses in retaining corporate lawyers in litigation against other businesses. It is, however, only the first that generates scrutiny. Moreover, the tragedy of huge numbers of unrepresented litigants in matters which, by any measure, place fundamental human needs-food, shelter, custody of children-at risk remains largely invisible. There are few lawyers to "fight for your rights" in these cases, and the few there are do not have the economic wherewithal to bring the plight of their clients into the realm of popular or legislative discourse.
So what to do? One can call for a brighter, less professionally charged future with hopes of a unified and serene professional brotherhood and sisterhood and a more equitable vision of legal needs and issues. As a matter of conscious agency, of willed change, this is hard to imagine. This is not a failure of imagination itself but a reflection of the limits of change in the face of entrenched ways, supported by economic inequalities, of thinking and doing.185 At the same time, there are trends in the profession which suggest that change is not only possible, but that it is inevitable. This has to do with shifting conceptions of what the practice of law is-a shift towards a greater focus on problem-solving and "holistic" advocacy. This Article concludes by exploring these contradictory trends:
A. The Impossibility of Change
On one level, professional identity as advocacy is impervious to change. 186 Unlike a stalemate in chess, however, this does not signal the end of the game but only a recipe for the war to continue unabated into the foreseeable future.
In personal injury, substantial economic resources available to the conflicting groups will likely generate continuing political battles on "tort reform."187 Even the occasional "compromise" will only be a jumping-off point for further identity advocacy or, alternatively, will only have minimal impact.
In the area of criminal law, the constitutional structure underpinning advocacy and the political impetus towards criminalization generates a durable structure with little chance for change. This is especially true given the "good" versus "evil" narrative inherent in criminal cases,188 which lends itself to professional identity wars whatever the disproportionate resources available to prosecutors. And the stock figure of the politically ambitious prosecutor and the defense attorney seeking to "get off"
185. The numbers of strategies of "heuristics" that contribute to this tendency are legion. To take one example, there is the idea called "confirmation bias," "biased fact assimilation," or "anchoring" through which humans view the world as confirming judgments already arrived at. See, e.g., MAX H. BAZERMAN & MARGARET A. NEALE, NEGOTIATING RATIONALLY 54 (1992) ("people are more likely to take at face value information they agree with and scrutinize more carefully information they don't").
186. A good example is the idea of "caps" on contingent fees based on how far along a case gets, with higher fees being earned if a case goes to trial. DEBORAH trends in access must be especially guarded, however, as I have argued elsewhere. 204 The impossibility/inevitability of change conundrum thus applies in these two special contexts as well, although it would be a great leap of faith indeed to hold that change will gain the upper hand.
VII. CONCLUSION Professional identity as advocacy collapses the space between attorney and client. The lawyer who specializes in representing one type of client assumes the mangle of what is good, while, inevitably, in this specialist's story, the counter-specialist is bad. The counter-specialist, in contrast, tells a story that switches the roles of "good guy" and "bad guy." This creates a fight for moral superiority. And yet the very public and strident nature of the professional-identity debate hides other areas of the profession that have substantial economic and social consequences. Professional identity as advocacy renders both certain types of practice particularly salient while rendering other types of practice invisible.
The mechanisms that create this process-specialization generating counter-specialization 205 and the morality tale these competing specialists deploy against one another 206 -are difficult, if not impossible, to dislodge. Nevertheless, perhaps the changing profession itself, without any "willed" change on the part of individual attorneys or the profession as a whole, will gradually neutralize these dynamics. As the coming years and decades unfold and as more collaborative models of what it means to be a lawyer take hold, it is possible that the premises underlying professional identity as advocacy will recede. Attorneys who embrace these new models might serve clients more effectively, and, bit by bit, the engine that generates professional identity will stop running. But even if this happens, low-income litigants who cannot afford lawyers appear, in large part, to be left out. It is this invisible group-those who do not have lawyers either appointed for them or willing to represent them because it is not economically viable to do so-who need the most attention. Perhaps, in the end, some of the efforts directed at opposing professional groups can be redirected to remedy the one place where lawyers do not go and where advocacy of any sort is most needed.
